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High-profile accounting scandals at
several large corporations in recent
months have generated a new public
focus on corporate financial
statements.  Are they accurate and
reliable?  Do they provide a realistic
picture of the state of a company’s
business operations?  Regulators
and accounting institutes in the U.S.
and other countries are now
developing new rules governing
how companies report on their
finances – including controversial
items such as future revenue
streams and executive stock options.
While the accounting scandals
have raised many technical and
political issues, corporate financial
statements are still an invaluable
source of information for trade
unionists, community researchers,
and anyone else conducting
independent research on private
corporations.  For the vast majority
of corporations, official financial
statements still provide a useful and
accurate overview of a company’s
business dealings, and can provide
progressive critics of that
corporation with many useful
arguments.  And with the advent of
on-line financial reporting, it is now
easier than ever to obtain company
financial statements – at any time of
the day (or, for many hard-working
activists, any time of the night).  This
article will provide a short
introduction to corporate financial
analysis for progressives.
WHERE TO OBTAIN CORPORATE
FINANCIAL REPORTS
A crucial distinction between two
basic types of corporations must be
kept in mind when trying to obtain
corporate financial statements.
“Public corporations” (not to be
confused with publicly-owned
corporations) are those whose shares
are traded on a public stock
exchange (like the TSE, the NYSE, or
the Nasdaq).  Because they have
sold shares to the public market,
these companies are obliged by
securities regulators (public officials
who monitor and regulate the
actions of the stock market) to
disclose various types of corporate
information.  This obligation ensures
that investors in those shares are at
least somewhat protected against
unethical behaviour and scams.
 “Private corporations” (again, not
to be confused with privately-owned
corporations) are those which do not
offer their shares for sale on a public
stock exchange.  They are owned by
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a single investor, or by a small
group of usually tight-knit investors
(such as members of a certain
family).  Private corporations are not
obliged to release their financial
statements, executive compensation,
or other internal data, and hence it is
usually much harder to obtain data
on these companies.  Unfortunately,
this means that many Canadian
companies are allowed to keep their
financial statements secret.  For
example, most small businesses are
private corporations.  Most of the
Canadian subsidiaries of foreign
multinational companies are also
private (since they are usually
owned 100% by the parent firm, and
hence the Canadian subsidiary does
not offer any shares for public
trading); while the foreign parent
firm is probably itself a public
corporation (meaning you can
obtain financial statements on the
operations of the parent firm), its
public statements do not usually
break out the separate profit-and-
loss statements for Canadian or
other national subsidiaries.  Fighting
for laws which would require
private companies to divulge at least
basic financial data would, in the
long run, be an important way of
promoting more transparency and
democracy in the Canadian
economy.  Since the actions of these
companies are often important to the
well-being of the whole community,
we should be entitled to information
regarding how these companies are
financed and how they perform.
Audited financial statements of
any publicly-traded company are
included in their annual and
quarterly reports, which will be
mailed to you on request from the
company’s head office (usually
through the Investor Relations
department).  They can also usually
be found in a good business library
(such as a university business
school, or a public reference library).
With the advent of the Internet,
however, the best way to attain
financial data is now on-line.  Most
public corporations post their basic
financial statements on their
corporate web sites (usually under
the “About Us,” and “Information
for Investors” sections of their sites).
Even better, securities regulators in
both Canada and the U.S. have
established on-line repositories of
financial statements of public
corporations.  The Canadian site is
called the SEDAR site
(www.sedar.com); the U.S. site is
called the EDGAR site
(www.sec.gov/edgarhp.htm).  In
addition to the basic quarterly and
annual financial statements, these
public sites also contain information
which companies do not usually
post on their own corporate web
sites (including annual information
forms, management proxy
statements which include details
about executive compensation, and
other compulsory securities filings).
The annual information forms
(which in the U.S. are called 10-K
forms) are an especially useful
source of additional information
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about a company’s activities, its
competitive position, its locations of
business, and (sometimes) its labour
relations (including number of
unionised employees and which
unions it deals with).
Most companies’ annual reports
will also publish (usually at the back
of the report) an unaudited
historical summary of the
company’s main performance
indicators (typically for a 5-year or
10-year period).  These summaries
are a useful way to obtain data for a
longer time period than is covered
by the formal annual financial
statements (which usually only
provide 2 or 3 years of financial data
for comparison).  The historical
summaries are not always contained
in the SEDAR and EDGAR versions
of filed financial statistics; you often
need to download the company’s
full annual report (from SEDAR or
from its own web page) to find this
summary.
More recent breaking news about a
company is available in company
news releases.  These are usually
posted on each company’s own web
site (typically in a section called
“Newsroom”), and are also
commonly posted with a news
agency (such as Canada News Wire,
www.newswire.ca, where you can
search by company name or stock
symbol).  News releases also must
be posted to the SEDAR and
EDGAR web sites, but usually with
a delay of 2-3 days.
 Some particularly juicy additional
information is provided in an annual
management proxy statement which
is mailed to shareholders, and also
posted on the SEDAR and EDGAR
sites.  This proxy statement includes
data on the shareholdings and
compensation of directors and
executives.  To cast doubt on the
motivations of a company’s
management and directors, it is
often useful to point out how much
money these individuals are earning
thanks to their company’s actions.
The proxy statement also usually
contains useful information
regarding the total return (including
both dividends and share price
appreciation) that has been enjoyed
by the company’s shareholders over
various time horizons, compared to
the average total return of the stock
market as a whole.
The rest of this article will briefly
describe how to interpret some
major sources of corporate financial
data.
UNDERSTANDING THE INCOME
STATEMENT
A company’s income statement
reports the revenues, expenses, and
net profits of the company, over a
certain period of time (e.g., a year or
a 3-month quarter).  It is roughly
equivalent to the annual budget of a
government or organisation.  Some
of the key indicators reported on the
income statement include:
· Revenues are simply the annual
incoming revenue flow, usually
broken into different categories
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(reflecting the different lines of
the company’s business).
· Operating expenses include the
expenses directly associated with
the firm’s day-to-day operations,
including wages and salaries,
benefits, supplies, parts, raw
materials, rents and leases, etc.
This is sometimes called the
company’s “cost of sales.”
· Operating profit equals revenues
minus direct operating expenses,
before deducting certain
overhead costs (such as interest
expenses, R&D costs,
restructuring charges, etc.)
which are associated with the
firm’s overall existence (rather
than with its specific day-to-day
operations).  A strong operating
profit is a sign of the inherent
underlying profitability of the
company’s real business activity.
· Other deductions are then
subtracted from the company’s
operating profit, to generate an
estimate of its final bottom-line
profitability.  Two of the most
important of these are interest
costs and depreciation.  Interest
costs are the actual cash
payments made to banks and
other lenders (including bond-
holders) from whom the
company has borrowed money
to finance its various activities.
Depreciation, on the other hand,
is an imaginary charge that
reflects the gradual wearing out
of the actual machinery,
equipment, buildings, and other
real assets which the firm uses in
its business.  The company
doesn’t actually have to “pay”
anyone for this wear-and-tear,
but it does have to recognise in
its income statement the
inevitable decline in the value of
these assets.
· Special one-time charges are also
sometimes deducted at this stage
of the income statement,
including one-time payouts for
severance costs and other
expenses associated with layoffs
or downsizing, or one-time
“write-offs” of capital value by
companies who are experiencing
chronic losses.  In some cases, a
researcher will want to analyse a
company’s profits before these
special one-time charges, in cases
where you want to demonstrate
the continuing viability of a
company’s core business (a
picture which can be clouded by
one-time charges).
· Net income before tax equals the
overall final profit of the
company after all these various
charges are considered.
· Net income is the company’s final
profit, after deducting a charge
for income tax.  If the company
has generated a before-tax loss,
sometimes the income tax charge
is positive, since the company
can set these losses against other
profits (historical or anticipated)
to reduce its tax payments; this is
called a “tax recovery.” Some
income statements will provide
additional details on how this
net income is distributed
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between different categories of
the company’s owners.  For
example, many companies have
“preferred shareholders,” who
may receive a special dividend
out of the company’s profits,
before any remaining profits are
ascribed to the company’s other
or “common” shareholders.  But
if it is the profitability of the
company that you are interested
in, not the well-being of a
particular group of shareholders,
then you will want to analyse the
company’s net income before
any distributions to preferred
shareholders.
A SPECIAL NOTE ON INCOME
TAXES
Progressive corporate researchers
are often interested in how much
income tax a company has paid,
sometimes to make a case that the
company is not “paying its way” in
society.  As noted above, income
taxes are reported on a company’s
income statement, as a deduction
from before-tax profit.  A company’s
investors are only interested in how
much money the company makes
after all corporate obligations
(including taxes) have been paid, so
they are only interested in after-tax
net income.  But progressives are
often interested in what share of
social expenses (for social programs,
infrastructure, etc.) is shouldered by
the corporations who benefit from
those expenses.  Unfortunately,
however, progressives often
misinterpret corporate income tax
data, as reported in corporate
financial statements.
What is reported on the income
statement is a company’s
hypothetical tax liability, resulting
from its operations for the previous
year.  But there is almost always a
big difference between what the
company reports as income tax on
its income statement, and what it
actually paid to the government for
that year.  This is because business
accountants and the government use
different methods for estimating the
cost of depreciation of capital
equipment and certain other costs,
which all go into the calculation of
corporate income tax liabilities.
The government allows most
companies to write off (or
depreciate) the value of new
investments, faster than they
actually wear out (in physical or
economic terms).  Sometimes this
occurs as a result of a deliberate
government policy (what is known
as “accelerated depreciation,” which
government hopes will encourage
companies to invest more);
sometimes it is simply the result of
different depreciation formulas (for
example, the government might
specify “straight-line” depreciation,
while the business accountants
specify a “declining balance”
method).  The end result is that there
is always a difference between what
a company actually owes to the
government in income taxes
(according to tax law), and what the
business accountants estimate the
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company would normally have to
pay given their own judgement
about the longevity of capital
equipment, etc.  Remember, the
supposed goal of the financial
statement is to provide investors
with as accurate a picture as possible
of the true inherent profitability of a
company, so the accountants will be
interested in how long a machine
actually lasts – and less in how fast
the government actually allows the
company to write it off.2
Thus the amount that the company
“charges” itself for income tax on its
income statement is a hypothetical
amount (just like the depreciation
deduction is a hypothetical
deduction).  The amount of cash
which a company actually paid the
government is usually reported
somewhere else in a company’s
annual report – either as a footnote
to the audited financial statements,
or as a supplementary table in the
report’s Management Discussion
and Analysis section.  Sometimes
these reports on taxes paid will even
break the tax payments down by
jurisdiction (i.e., how much is paid
in Canada, versus other countries).
Remember, these tables typically
report only a company’s income tax
payments; they do not usually
include other taxes which a
company pays (such as payroll
taxes, sales taxes on purchased
inputs, or capital taxes).
The distinction between what a
company charges itself for income
tax on its income statement, and
what it actually pays to government,
gives rise to one of the most widely
misunderstood terms in corporate
financial analysis: corporate
deferred taxes.  Companies, like
individuals, are legally required to
pay their taxes when they are due,
and are subject to interest payments
and legal action if they do not.  Most
companies pay their taxes fully
when they are due.  “Deferred
taxes” do not refer to taxes which
companies are “late” in paying.
Rather, deferred taxes reflect the
cumulative difference between what
companies think they would
normally have had to set aside
(given their accountants’ estimates
about depreciation, etc.) and what
they were actually required to pay
under the tax law.  If a company was
required to pay less than it
otherwise would have, its “deferred
tax” liability (which is reported on
its balance sheet, described below)
increases.  In essence, the company’s
deferred tax liability is a way of
setting money aside for future years,
when actual income taxes due will
exceed the company’s own
hypothetical estimate of future
income taxes – because by that time
the company will be charging itself
more in left-over depreciation than
the government rules allow on its
actual tax returns, and hence its
actual tax liabilities will be higher
than its hypothetical liabilities
according to the business
accountants’ own best guesses about
depreciation.  Companies which
have not invested much in new
equipment in recent years, are
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already paying more income tax
than their own accountants’
estimates; for these companies, the
deferred tax liability is shrinking.
Some companies, in the note which
reports on their taxes actually paid,
will provide a useful step-by-step
reconciliation of the hypothetical
figure reported in the income
statement, with the amount which
the company actually owed.
Some progressives believe that the
gap between accountants’ own
estimates of depreciation and the
depreciation rules set out in tax law
constitute a form of subsidy to
corporations; others are not
concerned with this issue, arguing
that faster tax depreciation is a good
way to encourage more business
investment.  What is certainly true is
that the tendency to identify
“deferred corporate taxes” with
legally-due taxes which companies
have somehow escaped paying, is
quite wrong.  And in any case,
progressives have to be very careful
in using corporate financial reports
to estimate how much tax a
company has paid.  Useful data on
how much income taxes companies
in general pay in Canada, and the
relationship of those taxes to before-
tax corporate profits, can be
obtained from Statistics Canada (see
the Canadian Economic Observer,
catalogue 11-010, tables 1 and 3) and
the federal Department of Finance
(see the Fiscal Reference Tables).
UNDERSTANDING THE
BALANCE SHEET
A company’s balance sheet lists all
of the assets of the company: money
in the bank, money that is owed to
the company (accounts receivable),
equipment, property, inventories of
finished product, and raw materials
on hand.  It also lists the liabilities of
the company: money that is owed to
others, accounts payable, and other
debts.  It lists this information for
the company at a certain point in
time (e.g., usually the last day of the
period covered by the report - e.g.,
December 31).  Where the income
statement gives a summary of a
company’s inflows and outflows
over a certain time period, the
balance sheet provides a “snapshot”
of a company’s underlying financial
strength at a certain moment.
The major categories reported on the
balance sheet include:
· Assets are divided into various
categories: current assets
(including cash or other highly
liquid financial assets, accounts
receivable, and the value of
inventories), and fixed assets or
investments.  The fixed assets
item includes the “book” value
of the company’s accumulated
purchases of property and
equipment: that is, what the
company paid for those assets,
less their estimated depreciation
over the years they have been
used.  This book value may
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differ from the actual usefulness
or resale value of those assets.
· Liabilities are also divided into
current and long-run.  Current
liabilities include accounts
payable, and the value of debt
and interest on debt that is due
within the next year.  Another
major liability is the company’s
long-term debt (that which
comes due later than one year
from the present).
· Shareholder’s equity is a special
kind of liability.  The
shareholders’ equity, in essence,
is what the company “owes” to
its own shareholders.  It is equal
to the value of the company’s
assets, minus what the company
owes to people or businesses
other than its own shareholders.
Another term for this value is the
“net worth” of the company.  A
company’s shareholders’ equity
should (by definition) equal the
value of any initial equity funds
advanced by the shareholders
(through public offerings of new
stock or other financing
methods), plus the cumulative
value of the company’s retained
earnings (that is, that portion of
the company’s past profits which
were not paid back to
shareholders in the form of
dividends).  Because equity is
treated as a liability, the
company’s total assets and total
liabilities (including
shareholders’ equity) are always
equal.  If a company’s
accumulated liabilities
(excluding shareholders’ equity)
are greater than its total assets,
then shareholders’ equity is
negative.  Usually, a company
will only have negative
shareholders’ equity if it has
experienced a string of losses,
which have more than wiped out
the value of the equity which
shareholders put into the
company (through their initial
investments in the company)
and any accumulated profits
which the company earned in
earlier, happier times.  A
company with negative equity is
usually (but not always) facing a
serious risk of bankruptcy.
CASH FLOW STATEMENT
A third important financial
statement included in any set of
financial reports is the cash flow
statement.  The cash flow statement
is sometimes called the statement of
“changes in financial position.”  Like
the income statement, it measures a
company’s financial performance
over a certain period of time (such as
a year, or a three-month quarter).
However, the cash flow statement
measures only actual inflows and
outflows of dollars, not any of the
hypothetical charges or revenues
(like depreciation, or deferred taxes)
that are included on the income
statement.  It thus provides a more
accurate picture than the income
statement of the actual money raised
by a company’s operations.  For this
reason, many investors and analysts
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are more interested in cash flow,
than in a company’s official net
income.
The main items covered in the cash
flow statement include:
· Cash generated from operating
details the actual cash surplus
raised by a company’s day-to-
day business.  This is sometimes
referred to, for short, as a
company’s “cash flow.”  It will
equal the company’s net after-
tax profit (from the income
statement), adjusted for any non-
cash revenues or expenses which
were included on the income
statement.  For example,
depreciation (which is an
imaginary charge deducted from
revenue in the income statement)
is added back in, on this
statement, as are deferred taxes,
one-time non-cash charges and
provisions, and other non-cash
charges.  The bottom line of this
section tells you how much
actual money was generated by
a company’s business in the
previous period.
· Cash provided by financing
activities reports on any net cash
that was raised by the company
from financial markets – such as
new loans from banks or
bondholders, or new equity
funds raised from the stock
market (through new issues of
the company’s shares), less the
costs associated with raising
those funds.3   Companies
usually raise new funds to pay
for new investments (such as
expansion in operations, or new
equipment or facilities).  One
item which appears in this
section with a negative sign is
the regular dividend payout to a
company’s existing
shareholders.  Since dividends
are considered to be a continuing
“cost” of previous efforts to raise
money from shareholders, they
are deducted here from the sum
of the company’s other financing
activities.
· Cash used in investing activities
describes how the company
spent some of its cash on new
investments – such as
investments in new equipment
or buildings, acquisition of other
companies, and other
investments.
The first two segments of the cash
flow statement are usually positive
(since they usually, but not always,
indicate how the company “raised”
money).  The third segment is
usually negative (since it usually,
but not always, indicates that the
company “spent” money on
incremental investments).  The
overall balance of the three sections
of the cash flow statement therefore
shows whether the net effect of these
three components was positive or
negative.  If the net balance is
positive, then the company finished
the period with more cash (or highly
liquid cash alternatives) in the bank
than it started with.  Its cash balance
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(which was reported as one type of
asset on the balance sheet) grew.  If
the cash flow balance was negative,
this means that the company’s cash
balance shrank during the period.
The bottom of the cash flow
statement will usually summarise
how much cash the company started
the period with, the net change in
cash, and then the closing cash
balance.
Researchers and analysts are often
interested in the cash flow situation
of companies which are in financial
distress.  Even healthy companies, of
course, may experience a negative
change in cash during the year – if,
for example, they are expanding
rapidly and therefore spending
more on new investments than they
actually raise from their internal
cash flow and from new financing.
But in the long-run, of course, a
company cannot keep spending
more money than it takes in.  For
companies in trouble, analysts want
to keep an eye on the current
amount of cash in the bank (to be
sure the company has enough funds
on hand to cover its bills).  In fact, if
the company’s auditors think that
cash-on-hand may not be sufficient
to pay the bills (including
anticipated operating losses) in the
next few months, they will issue
what is called a “going concern”
warning that is attached to the
audited financial statement.  They
are warning investors, in other
words, that the company’s cash
stockpile may not be enough the pay
the company’s bills, which usually
forces the company to seek
bankruptcy protection (hence
eliminating its status as a “going
concern”).
EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Data on executive compensation is
published (for Canadian public
companies) in an annual proxy
circular which is mailed to
shareholders with the annual report.
The best place to find this circular (if
you are not a shareholder) is on the
SEDAR or EDGAR web sites (since
companies will not mail it to non-
shareholders who request the
annual report).  For major
companies, executive compensation
may also have been reported in the
newspapers, or listed on one of the
annual reports on executive
compensation published by the
Globe and Mail, the Toronto Star, or
other business publications.  An
executive’s total compensation is
composed of a number of different
components, including their direct
cash salary, any cash bonus they
may have received (typically based
on the company meeting or
exceeding certain financial or
operational targets set out by the
company’s board of directors), and
the value of other incentives.
The most important of these other
incentives in recent years has been
stock options, which allow an
executive to purchase new shares of
the company at a pre-set price.
These options will have a positive
value to the executive if the trading
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price of the company’s shares
exceeds the option’s “hit price”.  For
example, an option to buy a new
share at $10 is hypothetically
“worth” $5 if the current market
value of the company’s shares is $15.
However, to actually receive that
value (i.e., to convert its hypothetical
value into real value), the executive
must “exercise” the option: that is,
they must make the share purchase,
then usually immediately re-sell the
share (to pocket the $5 cash profit).
If the company’s share price rises or
falls, then the value of the stock
option rises or falls accordingly.  If
the share price falls below $10, then
the option becomes worthless (since
it is then cheaper to buy the share on
the open market, than by using the
option).
The value of stock options can
change dramatically with share
prices.  For example, John Roth, the
former CEO of Nortel Networks,
once owned stock options worth
nearly a billion dollars (when Nortel
shares were trading at over $100
each); now those options are
worthless, with Nortel shares
trading for $2 to $3.
Whether a stock option has any
value, therefore, depends on the
actual current trading price of the
company’s shares, and the “hit
price.”  Executives are typically
offered options at different hit prices
each year (depending on what the
shares were trading at that year), so
calculating the total value of stock
options is no easy task.  And
reporting on the value of executive
stock options is a controversial
subject.
The simplest approach is to simply
report the value of any stock options
which an executive exercised during
the previous year.  Canadian
management proxy statements will
usually report if an executive cashed
in any stock options during the
previous year, and the total gain
attained as a result of that
exercising.  The problem with this
approach is that most executives
typically hold onto most or all of
their stock options until they retire.
They then cash in their options in a
big lump which inflates their
apparent compensation for that
year, but this “lump” actually
constitutes a form of cumulated
compensation for all the years they
worked as CEO.  This has led some
commentators to complain that
reporting the value of exercised
options overstates the compensation
of those executives who cashed in
during a particular year, but
underestimates the compensation of
those who held onto their options
(since they received a form of
compensation with hypothetical but
potentially huge value, that is not
included in executive compensation
tables based solely on exercised
options).
This has led some analysts to
develop ways of estimating up-front
the likely ultimate value of stock
options that are issued (but not
necessarily exercised) in a particular
year (using complex mathematical
formulas, such as the “Black-
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Scholes” model and other
approaches).  This approach is
equally controversial, however,
because the estimates derived from
these forecasting models will not
generally bear any relationship to
the cash which the executives
ultimately receive (although they
may reflect, to a better extent, the
amount that optimistic executives
think they may receive, and hence be
a more accurate measure of the
incentive power of the options).  In
this author’s view, it is still more
accurate to estimate total executive
compensation by including the
actual cash value of exercised stock
options, while keeping in mind that
those options will be exercised at
irregular, “lumpy” intervals.
Canadian management proxy
statements also typically report the
total value of an executive’s
unexercised stock options as of the
end of the last fiscal year.  A table
will list the number of options held
(divided into those that are currently
exercisable and those that are not),
and the value of those stock options
given the share price that prevailed
at the end of the fiscal year (broken
into the same two categories).5
The change in value of cumulated
stock options to an executive (again,
were they to be exercised) can
therefore be roughly estimated by
multiplying the number of stock
options held at the end of the last
fiscal year, by the change in the
company’s share price since that
time.  This is only approximate,
because we don’t know the precise
hit values for each group of options;
it is a safer methodology to follow
when share prices are rising, than
when they are falling.
Another controversy related to
executive stock options has been
raised by the recent accounting
standards.  Note that, in cash terms,
stock options are a way of
compensating a company’s
executives that is essentially “free”
to the company.  The actual cash
pocketed by the executive comes
from the stock market, not from the
company’s own coffers.  All the
company had to do was print up
some extra share certificates.  But
most financial analysts now believe
this is a very misleading practice,
since eventually a company’s
shareholders do pay a price for these
options (in the form of the
depressing effect of new share issues
on the trading value of existing
company shares).  Thus calls have
been growing in recent months for
companies to start “expensing”
executive stock options, by
recording some estimated cost
associated with them on their
current financial statements.
This debate is all well and good,
but tends to obscure what this
author feels are the bigger
controversies associated with stock-
based executive compensation.
Stock options (whether they are
expensed or not) give rise to
outrageously high compensation for
executives – which may be “worth
it” from the perspective of
shareholders (who directly receive
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the same benefits when a company’s
share price soars), but raise large
questions about equity and
democracy for broader society.
Moreover, the reliance on stock
options as the main form of
executive compensation has
obviously tightened the relationship
between executives and
shareholders, and pushed executives
to be more ruthless and unforgiving
in their actions to boost the stock
market wealth of their corporations
– regardless of the consequences of
their actions on the company’s
employees, the broader community,
and the environment.  The rise of
stock option compensation is an
important factor explaining the
more aggressive face of modern
business.
OTHER CORPORATE DATA
There are many other types of
information which can be gleaned
from corporate financial statistics by
a sharp-eyed researcher.  Some of
the most useful items include the
following:
· Average employee compensation
can sometimes be calculated,
allowing for a comparison to be
made between executive salaries
and worker salaries.  You could
estimate average annual income
for a certain category of
members based on your
knowledge of their base rate and
an assumption about average
annual hours of work.  Or
sometimes the company will list
its average employee
compensation in a note to its
financial statements.  You might
be able to estimate indirectly the
company’s average
compensation, if they break out
total labour costs on the income
statement (note that this will
include benefit costs) and report
average total employment
(usually in the unaudited 5-year
or 10-year review).  Finally, you
can estimate average incomes for
the industry as a whole by
consulting Statistics Canada
data; most helpful here is their
Employment, Earnings, and
Hours publication (catalogue 72-
002).  Multiply the industry’s
average weekly earnings by 52,
or for hourly workers multiply
the average hourly wage by the
average weekly hours by 52.
This can provide another
measure of average
compensation in an industry, for
purposes of comparison to
executives or to other industries.
· Dividend payouts are that share of
the company’s net income which
is paid out to shareholders,
usually on a quarterly basis.
This is reported on the
company’s cash flow statement.
It is usually also reported in any
historical statistical summary
contained in the annual report.
Sometimes the dividend
payment is reported in
newspapers on a per share basis;
to calculate the total payout, you
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must multiply this by the
average total number of shares
outstanding (which is also be
reported in the company’s
historical statistical summary).
The “yield” of a share is the
percentage return to its owner
from dividend payouts; it is like
a guaranteed minimal cash
return to the shareholder, even
without considering any possible
rise in the company’s share
price.  Sometimes progressives
will argue that a company is
giving away too much money in
dividends, rather than investing
in new facilities or expansions in
the company’s real business.
· Retained earnings are that share of
a company’s net income which is
not disbursed to shareholders in
the form of dividends, but rather
is retained inside the company to
use for future investments. In
general, progressives would
want to see a company retain
more of its earnings internally,
thus becoming available for
future investments, rather than
being paid out to shareholders.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Corporate financial statements
contain much data which a
researcher can use to judge whether
the company is doing well or not,
and whether its long-term business
outlook is positive or negative.  This
judgement, in turn, can inform
numerous progressive arguments –
such as supporting union demands
for collective bargaining progress, or
community demands that the
company dedicate more funds to
community development or
environmental protection.
Some of the more common
performance indicators include the
following:
· Profit margin is the company’s
net income measured as a share
of its revenue.  A common
version of this approach is to
measure operating income as a
share of total revenue; this is
called the operating margin.
High-tech or risky businesses
need higher profit margins to
generate profit rates equal to
those of lower-tech or more
predictable businesses.
· Profit rate is the company’s net
income measured as a
percentage of its capital stock.
Because there are many different
ways of measuring a company’s
capital stock, there are many
different ways of measuring the
profit rate.  They generally fall
into the two following
categories.
· Return on capital indicates the
return the company is
generating for the collective of
investors who have supplied the
company with capital (including
both lenders and shareholders).
This profit rate measures the
core profitability of the
company’s capital, which is
useful in analysing the broad
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distribution of its total income
between labour, suppliers, and
“capital” (including both debt
capital and equity capital).  The
capital stock can be
approximated as the company’s
total assets (in which case the
profit rate is known as the
“return on assets”), or as the
company’s long-term assets only
(usually measured as total assets
minus current liabilities, in
which case the profit rate
becomes the “return on invested
capital”).  Because we are
measuring the total return to
capital, we add interest
payments back into the
numerator of this measure (since
interest payments are a form of
income for capital); we also
usually add back any one-time
charges which were deducted in
calculating net income (since we
are interested in measuring the
underlying profitability of the
company’s core day-to-day
operations).  Return on capital is
also usually expressed in before-
tax terms.4   A company which
generates a before-tax return on
capital of 10 percent is doing
well: this implies that each dollar
of invested capital is generating
10 cents of net worth per year,
which can then be divided
among lenders (interest),
shareholders (dividends and
share price appreciation), and
government (taxes).
· Another measure of a company’s
profitability, this time with
particular reference to its
shareholders, is the return on
equity: net income divided by
shareholder’s equity (from the
balance sheet).  This shows the
return that the company is
generating for its ultimate
owners; it is always expressed in
after-tax terms.  Return on equity
will exceed return on capital if
the company is successful in
“leveraging” borrowed capital to
generate additional profit for the
company (above and beyond the
cost incurred in borrowing that
additional capital).  For
companies which have
experienced difficult financial
times, the equity base (which is
the denominator in calculating
return on equity) can become
depleted (by repeated losses).
This means that the return on
equity measure can become
misleadingly high (in either
positive or negative numbers),
and should be interpreted with
caution.  A company which
generates a 10 percent return on
equity for its owners is doing
well: the shareholders are
earning a profit which is
significantly higher than the
returns generated by lower-risk
investments (such as bonds).
· Debt-equity ratio is a way of
measuring how much of a
company’s assets are owned by
its actual shareholders, and how
much is owed to banks or other
lenders.  It is sometimes phrased
in percentage terms (e.g., a 40:60
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debt-equity ratio means that the
company’s assets are 40% debt
and 60% equity).  Alternatively,
it can sometimes be phrased as a
direct ratio (e.g., a 2:1 debt-
equity ratio means that the
company has twice as much debt
as equity, or in other words that
its assets are 66% debt and 33%
equity).
· Total return to a company’s
shareholders measures the total
rate of return that a financial
investor has received by
purchasing one of the company’s
shares.  It equals the rise (or fall)
in the market value of that share,
plus the value of dividends
received.  For example, suppose
a share cost $20 at the beginning
of the year, its owner received a
total of $2.00 in four quarterly
dividends, and the share price
rose to $24 at the end of the year.
The shareholder thus received a
total return during that year of
30% (equal to $2 in dividends
plus $4 in share price
appreciation, divided by the
initial investment of $20).  In
most cases, the most important
factor in total return is the
change in share price.  So to
make the total return “look”
high (and hence show that
shareholders have done very
well by the company), pick a
starting point when the share
price was low.  For some major
companies, total return over
various time periods is
published in financial sources
like the Standard and Poor’s
monthly stock market guides
(available at university business
libraries, among other places).
More laborious is to calculate it
yourself, by going back to the
company’s annual reports for
information on dividends, and to
the financial papers (or the Globe
and Mail or Financial Post
corporate directories) for
information on share prices.
Some summary data on recent
total return is usually published
in the annual proxy circular.
· Price-earnings ratio is a way of
capturing whether a particular
company is viewed favourably
by financial markets.  It is the
ratio of a company’s share price,
to the current annual level of
after-tax earnings (net income),
expressed on a per share basis
(i.e., after-tax income divided by
the number of shares in
circulation).  Price-earnings
ratios thus fluctuate every day
with the value of a company’s
shares.  It is usually reported (in
a column labelled P/E) in the
stock market tables of the
newspaper.  A company with
good long-run prospects will
have a higher P/E ratio than less
strategically positioned
companies.  But the P/E ratio
also reflects overall stock market
sentiments, not just the
performance of one company.
· Productivity is a measure of how
much the average employee
produces (per hour or per year).
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It is often useful to contrast the
growth of productivity with the
growth of employee
compensation (since the latter
usually rises more slowly than
the former).  Productivity can
sometimes be measured in
physical terms: e.g., vehicles
assembled per worker, or
available passenger miles flown
per worker.  Calculate this by
dividing the company’s data on
total “production” by average
total employment (or average
employment of production
workers, if that number is
available).  In this case, it is
appropriate to compare the
growth of physical productivity
to the growth of real (after
inflation) earnings.  In other
cases, it is only possible (or more
appropriate) to measure
productivity in value terms: e.g.,
sales per employee, or value-
added per employee.  In this
case, productivity can be
compared to nominal earnings
(or else both productivity and
average earnings can be deflated
and compared in real terms).  In
some cases, productivity data is
available from independent
sources (such as the Harbour
report on the auto industry).
· Unit labour cost is another way of
measuring changes in the
relationship between wages and
productivity.  Dividing total
labour costs by the firm’s total
revenue will indicate the
proportion of each dollar’s
worth of output that is “eaten
up” by labour.  The unit labour
cost is a ratio between zero and
one; it is higher for firms which
employ more direct labour in
production, and rely relatively
less on purchases of parts and
materials, and the use of
machinery and equipment.  If
this ratio is falling, then
productivity is growing faster
than wages and benefits, and it
can be argued that the
company’s workers are not
“sharing fairly” in the
company’s success.
NOTES
1. Jim Stanford is author of Paper Boom: Why
Real Prosperity Requires a New Approach to
Canada's Economy, Ottawa, Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives, 1999.  If you
have any questions concerning this article
contact the author at stanford@caw.ca.   
2.Of course there is a whole other branch of
accounting, the tax accountants, whose job
is to explore every possible loophole to
allow companies to reduce their tax
payments as much as possible, often using
the most far-fetched and greedy reasoning
possible.  But that is a different task from
the job of those accountants charged with
describing the company’s true profitability.
3. Remember, a company only gets new
money from the stock market when it
issues new shares to that market through
what is called a “public offering.” This
happens quite rarely.  Almost all of the
activity on the stock market consists of
investors buying and selling previously-
issued shares of a company, and this
activity has no direct impact on a
company’s financial situation. See Pap r
Boom for a more complete critique of the
stock market.
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4. Most companies set limits governing
when an executive can exercise their stock
options, usually forcing them to wait for 3-
10 years after issue before they can be
exercised.
5. The equation for calculating return on
assets is therefore (net income + interest
payments + taxes) / assets.  For return on
invested capital, it is (net income + interest
payments + taxes) / (assets - current
liabilities).
